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EXPERIENCES

Thank you for choosing La Fiermontina Family Collection. 

Whilst staying at our Luxury Homes in Lecce you will have 
access to a range of signature experiences, 

each of which is designed to provide you 
with a taste of what this beautiful region has to offer. 

Whilst staying with us, you can discover the history 
and beauty of the most famous places in Puglia 

through one of our guided tours or explore the most
 hidden corners of Salento  through one of our 

nature excursions.

You will also be able to enjoy our gastronomic
 experiences, meeting local artisans and learning how to 
prepare dishes unique to Salento’s strong culinary tradi-

tion. 

Relaxing massages, yoga sessions 
and other ways of  taking care of your inner well-being are 

also available.

Terms and Conditions for experiences and treatmenrs: 
Please note that for any chances and/or cancellations, you should check the 
cancellation policy of each experiences.  In case of late cancellation or non-
attendance, you will be charged in full.



GUIDED TOURS

Walking tour (2 or 3 hours)
Discover Lecce, the town of Baroque, famous 
for its artistic and architectural attractions. Fa-
scinating and relaxingrelaxing in equal mea-
sure, this tour slowly reveals Lecce’s cultural si-
gnificance through its meandering streets and 
alleyways.

About 2 hours: € 200,00 (2 pax)
About 3 hours: € 250,00 (2 pax)

We recommend booking 24 hours in advance. 
 
CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.   

LECCE IN TOWN

For info and details contact leisure@lafiermontina.com

Food stroll in Lecce Enjoy a stroll whilst sampling traditional delica-
cies. On this 2-hour tour, you will walk through 
the streets of the historic centre, pausing to ob-
serve and learn about the history of its Baroque 
palaces and churches. Along the way, you will 
have the opportunity to taste the delicacies of 
Salento’s traditional cuisine whilst discovering 
the history, customs and gastronomic culture of 
Apulia’s Baroque capital.

About 2 hours: € 340,00 (2 pax)
       
We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 

Creative painting workshop
Inspired by the sea, this journey into painting 
will allow you to nurture your inner artist, al-
lowing you to create a postcard of Salento 
whilst nestled within the beating heart of Lec-
ce. 

About 45 minutes: € 80,00 per person

We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 

Lecce Stone Workshop
During this workshop, the Lecce stone that sur-
rounds you comes to life, offering you an un-
forgettable experience where tradition and 
creativity come together. Our master artisans 
will show you how to transform a simple block 
of stone into a unique masterpiece, steeped in 
passion and history. 
This experience will help you unlock the artistic 
potential of Lecce stone, inspiring you to carve 
your own experience of the town into an au-
thentic work that you can take home.

About 2 hours: € 260,00 (2 pax) 

We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 



GUIDED TOURS

Jewish tour (1 hour)
Lecce is well known for its Baroque architectu-
re, but this is only a recent chapter in a long hi-
story that has seen a range of different cultures 
and civilisations. Our Jewish tour celebrates this 
rich history, guiding you through the medieval 
parts of Jewish Lecce where you can enjoy the 
unexplored history of the old Jewish quarter, in-
cluding the remains of an ancient synagogue.

About 1 hours: € 160,00 (2 pax)
The price includes the Jewish Museum’s ticket.

We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 

LECCE IN TOWN

For info e details contact leisure@lafiermontina.com

Diorama workshop
Welcome to our fascinating diorama workshop 
dedicated to Lecce! This unique experience is 
designed for both adults and children, offering 
an exciting journey through time that immer-
ses participants in Lecce art and architecture. 
Guided by archaeologist and architect Fabri-
zio Ghio, you will be inspired to transform ideas 
into three-dimensional works of art, capturing 
the unique atmosphere of Lecce and its archi-
tectural features.

About 3 hours: € 340,00 (2 pax)

We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 

Ceramic workshop
This workshop blends ancient techniques with 
contemporary aesthetics, teaching you how to 
create a variety of artefacts, including vases, 
engraved plates and ‘comfort bowls’, any of 
which can be glazed in your favourite colour.

About 60 minutes: € 120,00 per person 

We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 

Papier-mâché workshop
Guided and assisted by an artisan who specia-
lises in Lecce papier-mâché, this experience 
reveals the secrets of this ancient art, teaching 
you how to make artefacts that evoke the spirit 
of the Salento tradition.

About 2 hours: € 240,00 (2 pax)

We recommended booking 72 hours in advan-
ce.

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged. 

Meet local artisans and designers and see how 
they bring their creations to life. On this tour, 
you will visit a selection of boutiques dedicated 
to clothing and accessories, as well as shops 
dedicated to handicraft and ceramics, furnitu-
re, jewellery and designer stamps.
At the end of the tour, a delicious Apulian brun-
ch awaits you.

About 5 hours: € 300,00 (min 2 pax)
 
The price does not include any transfers and 
clothing that you may wish to purchase.

CANCELLATION: Up to 20 days before the day of 
the tour cancellation is free of charge;
From 19 to 4 days before 50% of total charge; 
From 3 days before no-show total charge.

Lecce Handmade Shopping Tour



Explore the authentic beauty of Puglia and its 
most iconic towns. On this trip, you will first travel 
to Monopoli, an ancient fishing village with a 
historic centre rich in art and history. From here 
you will visit the labyrinth town of Polignano a 
Mare before reaching Alberobello, a wildly po-
pular location known for its ‘Trulli’ and authen-
tic landscape.

About 6 hours: € 950,00 (3 pax)
About 8 hours: € 1100,00 (3 pax)

About 6 hours: € 1100,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)
About 8 hours: € 1400,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)

The price includes a transfer service and an En-
glish-speaking guide.

We  recommend booking 72  hours  in  advance. 

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  

Polignano a Mare, Monopoli, Alberobello

THE LANDSCAPES OF PUGLIA AND SALENTO

Adriatic coast tour from Otranto to
Santa Maria di Leuca Finibus Terrae

This guided tour of the Adriatic coast is an im-
mersive exploration of the region’s western co-
astal towns. From Otranto towards Castro and 
on to Santa Maria di Leuca, the Adriatic merges 
with the Ionian Sea. The home of a long, rich 
history, this rugged landscape and its marinas 
have for centuries been seen as a bridge that 
connects the east and west.
Book this tour and enjoy a dramatic blend of art, 
culture and scenery.

About 4 hours: € 750,00 (3 pax)
About 6 hours: € 950,00 (3 pax)
About 8 hours: € 1100,00 (3 pax)

About 4 hours: € 780,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)
About 6 hours: € 1000,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)
About 8 hours: € 1200,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)

The price includes a transfer service and an En-
glish-speaking guide.

We recommend booking 72 hours in advance. 
 
CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  

Gallipoli, Nardò, Galatina
Are you ready for a one-day trip from the hinter-
lands of Salento towards the west coast?
This guided experience starts with the impres-
sive frescoes of the Basilica of St Catherine of 
Alexandria, passing through the sensational Ba-
roque architecture of Nardò. Ending in Gallipoli 
- the gem of the Ionian Gulf - this journey featu-
res beautiful, opulent landscapes, as well as a 
taste of the region’s unique art and history.

About 4 hours: € 750,00 (3 pax)
About 6 hours: € 950,00 (3 pax)
About 8 hours: € 1100,00 (3 pax)

About 4 hours: € 780,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)
About 6 hours: € 1000,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)
About 8 hours: € 1200,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)

The price includes a transfer service and an En-
glish-speaking guide.
We recommend booking 72 hours in advance. 

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  

Alberobello, Ostuni and Cisternino
Go on a tour of the Itria Valley to discover the 
Trulli, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that is the 
most famous ‘white town’ in the Puglia region. 
As well as visiting Alberobello, a location known 
for its warm hospitality, you will travel to Ostu-
ni, a town that has kept its ancient walls and 
converted them into dwellings, a picturesque 
example of Apulian architecture. After Albero-
bello and Ostuni, your journey will end in Cister-
nino, one of the most authentic medieval villa-
ges in Southern Italy.

About 6 hours: € 950,00 (3 pax)
About 8 hours: € 1100,00 (3 pax)

About 6 hours: € 1100,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)
About 8 hours: € 1400,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)

The price includes a transfer service and an En-
glish-speaking guide.

We recommend booking 72 hours in advance. 

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  



THE LANDSCAPES OF PUGLIA AND SALENTO

...tailored for you!

If you wish to curate a bespoke experience during your stay in Apulia, talk to us and we will 
help you.

When staying with us, we ensure guests can visit wonderful places they have chosen themsel-
ves, returning to LA FIERMONTINA LUXURY HOME or LA FIERMONTINA PALAZZO BOZZI CORSO for 

lunch, dinner or drinks. 

For more information and further details, contact leisure@lafiermontina.com

Take a step towards the Basilicata region with 
a visit to Matera, a city that was forgotten for 
centuries before becoming a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in 1993. It was also selected as the 
European Capital of Culture in 2019, and since 
then has been chosen as the setting for several 
films, including the latest from the James Bond 
franchise in 2021. 
Carved into the three mountains of Caveoso, 
Civita and Barisano, the district of Sassi is known 
as the ‘Petra of Italy’, boasting beautifully pre-
served frescoes and rock traces of that reveal 
the history of ancient Christianity.

About 8 hours: € 1100,00 (3 pax)

About 8 hours: € 1400,00 (7 pax - Mercedes Van)

The price includes a transfer service and an En-
glish-speaking guide.

We  recommend booking 72   hours  in  advance. 

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  

Matera

GASTRONOMIC EXPERIENCES

Pasta Making with Livio
This experience teaches you how to make tradi-
tional orecchiette pasta. 
During this session, Chef Livio will take you into 
the world of Salento home cooking using tra-
ditional techniques, showing you how to make 
Apulian ‘cucina povera’ recipes from scratch.

About 2 hours: € 120,00 per persona 
(2 pax min / 6 pax max)

We recommend booking 72 hours  in  advance. 

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  

Wine Tasting at “Cantine Moros”
This guided tour of the Moros boutique winery is 
led by Claudio Quarta. Upon arrival, the venue 
has the feel of a New York art gallery, with wor-
king lofts filled with beautiful works of art. On the 
lower floor, you can find the old wine vats and 
cooperage as well as precious archaeological 
finds, making Cantina Moros a unique place 
that unites the world of art and wine in many 
ways.  

Starting from € 100,00 per person 

We recommend booking 72 hours  in  advance. 

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in can-
cellation is free of charge. From 7 days after 
check-in the total cost will be charged.  



AT ONE WITH NATUREBACK TO THE ROOTS

About 20 km east of Lecce and north of Otran-
to, Roca Vecchia is an important archaeologi-
cal site overlooking the sea on the Adriatic co-
ast of Apulia.

Whilst taking this route, you will walk on the re-
mains of a Messapian city and discover the 
‘Grotta della Poesia’ (Cave of Poetry), a site 
named by National Geographic as one of the 
most beautiful natural swimming pools in the 
world. 

You will also be able to explore hidden coves 
protected by high cliffs and numerous caves 
once used as a refuge by Mediterranean pi-
rates. Finally, after travelling across Due Sorelle 
beach in Torre dell’Orso, you will be served an 
Apulian aperitif to recharge your batteries.

About 4 hours: € 250,00 (2 pax)

The price does not include a transfer service.

We recommend booking at least 72 hours in 
advance. 

CANCELLATION: Up to 20 days before the day of 
the tour cancellation is free of charge;
From 19 to 4 days before 50% of total charge; 
From 3 days before no-show total charge.

Depending on weather conditions, the pro-
gramme may be subject to cancellation for 
safety reasons. If rescheduling of the tour is not 
possible, no costs will be charged to the guest.

Hiking a Roca VecchiaLongevity Tour in Sternatia
Experience the unforgettable Longevity Tour in 
Sternatia, a small town in the heart of Salento 
where the local dialect is Griko, a language 
rooted in ancient Greek. Accompanied by the 
local elders, most of whom are over 80 years 
old, you will experience a journey through time 
whilst listening to anecdotes and poems in this 
ancient language.

On the tour, you will visit one of the largest 
underground oil mills in Salento, learning about 
how olive oil - known as ‘liquid gold’ - was pro-
duced.

Following this, a stroll through the narrow streets 
of Sternatia will lead you to a private castle, a 
marvellous 18th-century building that has pre-
served its original features. It is a truly authentic 
historical experience.

The tour ends with a delicious Apulian lunch 
featuring traditional dishes prepared by Mam-
ma Nuccia and Mamma Anna, set in the heart 
of the castle.

About 4 hours: from € 840.00 (2 pax)

The price does not include a transfer service.

We recommend booking at least 25 days in 
advance.

CANCELLATION: Up to 20 days before the day of 
the tour cancellation is free of charge;
From 19 to 4 days before 50% of total charge; 
From 3 days before no-show total charge.



Discovering Sea Caves Set off on a trek through crypts, towers from 
several periods of history, archaeological re-
mains, underground chambers and wild plants 
and herbs. Between walks, dives and refreshing 
swims, you will wander among the ancient walls 
of the past, completing the trail with an Apulian 
aperitif featuring local food and drinks.

About 4 hours: from € 260,00 (2 pax)

IThe price does not include a transfer service.

We recommend booking at least 72 hours in 
advance. 

CANCELLATION: Up to 20 days before the day of 
the tour cancellation is free of charge;
From 19 to 4 days before 50% of total charge; 
From 3 days before no-show total charge.

Depending on weather conditions, the pro-
gramme may be subject to cancellation for 
safety reasons. If rescheduling of the tour is not 
possible, no costs will be charged to the guest.

AT ONE WITH NATURE
With kilometres of unique coastline rich in bio-
diversity, submerged archaeological sites and 
coral beaches and caves, Salento is the per-
fect place to explore by kayak. This experience 
allows you to choose between several destina-
tions, each of which puts you in direct contact 
with nature.  

About 4 hours: from € 300,00 (2 pax)

The price does not include a transfer service.

We recommend booking at least 72 hours in 
advance. 

CANCELLATION: Up to 20 days before the day of 
the tour cancellation is free of charge;
From 19 to 4 days before 50% of total charge; 
From 3 days before no-show total charge.

Depending on weather conditions, the pro-
gramme may be subject to cancellation for 
safety reasons. If rescheduling of the tour is not 
possible, no costs will be charged to the guest.

Kayak Trip e Snorkeling in Salento

AT ONE WITH NATURE



WELLNESS

Yoga
Yoga is a practice that helps you find balance, 
relaxing the mind whilst helping you achieve a 
positive approach to life. It improves well-being 
and helps you attain a harmonious and relaxed 
mind, balancing the body, mind and soul using 
breathing exercises and tailored body move-
ments. 

As well as honing these techniques, our yoga 
classes incorporate exercises for deep relaxa-
tion and meditation, with each one-hour session 
taking place in an atmospheric and tranquil 
setting.

1 hour

€ 100.00 / per person (2 pax min / max 6)

We recommend booking 24 hours in advance.

Swedish relaxation massage

This full-body massage practice helps you achieve a state of physical and mental wellbeing, pro-
moting relaxation and the release of tension.

50 min - TOTAL BODY

€ 120,00 / per person

MASSAGES AND TREATMENTS

Decontracting massage

Decontracting massage is a technique that aims to relieve pain linked to muscle tension. The te-
chnique consists of the masseuse heating, decontracting and detaching the muscles, a process 
that is not considered relaxing but is beneficial later on. 

50 min – focussed on a specific part of the body

€ 120,00 /per person

We recommend booking 24 hours in advance.

Vodder Lymphatic Drainage Massage

Thai oil or Ancient Massage

Also known as ‘manual lymphatic drainage’, this massage technique relieves swelling caused by 
medical treatments and diseases that block the lymphatic system. Its powerful relaxing effect on 
the body allows tissues to be cleansed of metabolic waste and excess water, which is particularly 
useful in cases of swollen legs, acne or surgery.

50 min - TOTAL BODY
€ 120,00 / per person

This massage originated in India and stems from the intuitive practice of a physician friend of the 
Buddha. Taking advantage of the properties of certain oils, the masseuse performs a range of 
manipulations along the energy channels known as ‘Sen’.
Treating both physical and mental strain, this treatment helps rebuild the sense of inner harmony 
disrupted by tension and stress.

50 min - TOTAL BODY
€ 120,00 / per person

Hawaiian Lomi Lomi Massage

Known as the ‘loving hands’ massage, Lomi Lomi is a fiery and harmonious Hawaiian technique 
inspired by shamanic rituals. It restores the balance between body and spirit, bringing you a sen-
se of serenity and love through continuous, flowing strokes.

50 min - TOTAL BODY
€ 120,00 / per person

Ayurvedic Massage

Ayurvedic massage is a holistic treatment for both the body and mind. 

50 min - TOTAL BODY
€ 120,00 / per person

Maori Maassage ®

Inspired by rituals enacted by Māori priests to instil courage, this massage technique originated 
in New Zealand. During treatment, sacred natural elements are bestowed on the body of the 
recipient, with a range of specialised wooden instruments to providing a deep muscle massage.

60 min - TOTAL BODY
€ 120,00 / per person

CANCELLATION: Within 7 days of check-in cancellation is free of charge. From 7 days after check-
in the total cost will be charged.  



Kirei e Kobido

This Japanese ritual focuses on the face and is effective in releasing muscle tension, stimulating 
the nerves and facial tissues to improve blood flow. 

60 min - FACE
€ 110,00 / per person

Ancient Roman Thermal Massage ®

This ritual for beauty and well-being was used throughout the Roman Empire. As well as draining 
excess fluid and reactivating blood circulation, it also makes the skin firm and shiny.

60 min - TOTAL BODY
€ 150,00 / per person

This specialised relaxation treatment is sometimes referred to as ‘psychosomatic’ or ‘psychic’ 
massage. Aiming to ‘bring the body into contact with the mind’, it achieves a sense of wellbeing 
throughout the body. Originating in California in the 1970s, it was primarily used by psychothera-
peutic professionals to awaken oppressed feelings and sensitivities in the recipient. 

60 min - FACE
€ 110,00 / per person

Californian Massage

PRIVATE DINNERS
Zéphyr Restaurant

La Fiermontina Palazzo Bozzi Corso, with its charming features and desi-
gn, is the perfect setting for an elegant dinner with your partner. 

This finely decorated historical palace, dating back to 1775, is located 
in the heart of Lecce and works as a wonderful backdrop for a range 

of special occasions.

With an ambiance reminiscent of a Parisian salon infused with Moroc-
can characteristics, Zéphyr Restaurant is the place where the merging 

of cultures and contemporary cuisine come together. 

Featuring a menu designed by our Executive Chef Alessandro Pascali, 
this unique venue offers an exceptional dining experience.

For more information, write to zephyrestaurant@lafiermontina.com



PURE ROMANCE 
PACKAGE

Spoil your lover with a luxury anniversary celebration or remarkable 
honeymoon gift.

Choose from the following selection to create the romantic scenario 
of your dreams:

Box with 10 handmade chocolates                                           € 30,00
Mini cake                                                                                       € 40,00
Bouquet of seasonal flowers                                           (from)  € 50,00
Bouquet of red roses                                                         (from) € 80,00
Bottle of Bartolomiol “Prior” Brut sparkling wine                        € 30,00
Bottle of Laurent Perrier La Cuvée Brut S.A. Champagne       € 90,00

Please contact our Concierge Department to book your customised 
package and we will be happy to provide you with a quote.

Phone and Whatsapp: (+39) 377 351 8636

RESTAURANTS

From local cuisine and pizzerias 
to luxury restaurants, 

Lecce has a lot to offer for lunches and 
dinners of high culinary value.

The information below consists of a series of 
suggestions for 

excellent experiences surrounded by 
the splendour of the Salento landscape



ZÉPHYR RESTAURANT
Nestled in an ancient olive grove that is surrounded 
by the 16th-century city walls of Lecce, Zéphyr Re-
staurant offers guests a unique culinary experience. 
It is the perfect venue for those in search of a fresh 
perspective on contemporary cuisine, with each dish 
making use of carefully selected, fresh ingredients 
from small local producers.

Set in a secret citrus grove with just a few tables, the 
Zephyr’s atmospheric lighting and warm, professional 
service act as a prelude to a gastronomic journey 
you will never forget, one created by Chef Alessan-
dro Pascali, a celebrated chef who gained interna-
tional experience through working with great Miche-
lin-star names such as Alain Ducasse, Carlo Cracco 
and Stefano Baiocco. After traveling the world, Ales-
sandro has returned to his native Salento with a bro-
ader mindset and that unique blend of personality, 
precision, flair and creativity that make each of his 
dishes truly exceptional.

There are two cosy rooms that can sit around twenty guests, where the warmth of the 
local stone perfectly complements the lamps, mirrors and designer furnishings. The soft 
colours of the interior are punctuated by the green of the elegant Kentia palms that 
separate the tables from the yellow and dove-grey armchairs. The restaurant also has a 
separate bar with French doors, high ceilings and an illuminated counter that stands out 
against the creamy stone arches.

Zéphyr Restaurant’s Wine List has been expertly curated by our Food & Beverage Mana-
ger. As well as local labels and a selection of wines from various Italian regions, it also has 
a range of French champagnes.

Dress code: smart casual
Open for dinner
Close on Sundays

Piazzetta Scipione de Summa, 4 - Lecce
Tel.: +39 0832 1798282
mail: zephyrestaurant@lafiermontina.com

Reservations can be cancelled without charge up to 24 hours in advance by contacting Zephyr 
Restaurant by phone. Please inform us of any allergies or intolerances when making your reserva-
tion. We gladly welcome children over the age of 12 to ensure the comfort of other guests. Should 
you decide to bring children under the age of 12, we ask that you inform us of their presence 
when you make your reservation. To ensure the quality of the experience of other guests, it will be 
at the restaurant’s discretion to accept them.

STARRED RESTAURANTS

Bros’

Minimal chic
Dress code: elegant

Via degli Acaya,  2 - Lecce

Tel. +39 351 6615513

Open for lunch and dinner 

Primo

Elegante
Dress code: elegant

Via 47° Reggimento Fanteria, 7 - Lecce

Tel.: +39 0832 243802

Open for dinner
Closed on Tuesdays



SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

Vico del Gusto

Informal but elegant
Dress code: casual trendy

Outdoor terrace

Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed on Tuesdays

Vico dei  Fieschi, 14 - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 246931

Lo Scalo

Elegant
Dress code: casual trendy

Outdoor terrace

Open for lunch and dinner 

Via A. Vespucci - Marina di Novaglie (LE)

Tel. +39 0833 533488

Il Bastione

Elegant
Dress code: elegante

Outdoor terrace

Open for lunch and dinner 

Riviera Nazario Sauro - Gallipoli (LE)

Tel. +39 0833 263836

La Cucina di Nonna Tina - Dal Baffo

Informal
Dress code: casual trendy

Outdoor terrace

Open for lunch and dinner 

Lungomare Terra D’Otranto, 51
Otranto (LE)

Tel. +39 0836 806014

Taverna del Porto

Informal
Dress code: casual trendy

Outdoor terrace

Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed on Wednesdays

Lungomare Cristoforo Colombo, 121
Tricase (LE)

Tel. +39 0833 775336

MEAT RESTAURANTS

Tabisca

Informal but elegant
Dress code: casual trendy

Outdoor terrace

Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed on Tuesdays

Via Dietro Ospedale dei Pellegrini, 29
(presso Piiazzetta Santa Chiara) - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 246931



SEA AND EARTH FOOD EXPERIENCE

Duo

Formal
Dress code: trendy

Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed on Thursdays for lunch
Closed on Wednesdays

Via G. Garibaldi - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 520956

300mila

Informal but elegant
Dress code: elegant

Outdoor terrace
Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed for lunch on Mondays

Via 47° Reggimento Fanteria, 3/5 - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 307448

LOCAL CUISINE

Dall’Antiquario

Informal
Dress code: casual

Outdoor terrace
Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed for lunch on Sundays and Mondays

Via Ludovico Maremonti, 3 - Lecce

Tel.: +39 0832 240470

Alle Due Corti

Informal, family-run
Dress code: casual

Open for lunch and dinner 
Closed for lunch on Sundays

Corte dei Giugni, 1 - Lecce
Via Leonardo Prato, 42

Tel. +39 0832 242223

Gourmand
Informal 
Dress code: casual trendy

Outdoor terrace
Open for dinner

Via Umberto I, 1 - Lecce

Tel. +39 3511476000



WORLD CUISINE

Fugu

Sushi à la carte

Elegant - trendy
Dress code: elegant, chic

Open for dinner

Via Cesare Battisti, 1 - Lecce
Tel.: +39 389 340 8108

Yumi Izakaya

Typical Japanese tavern 

Trendy
Dress code: elegant, chic

Open for lunch and dinner

Viale Marconi, 23 - Lecce

Tel.: +39 328 982 9266

PIZZERIE

Antica Pizzeria da Michele

Informal
Dress code: casual

Outdoor terrace
Open for lunch and dinner

Piazza Sant’Oronzo, 1 - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 260331

Vicè

Informale
Dress code: casual

Outdoor terrace
Open for dinner
Closed on Tuesdays

Via Vito Mario Stampacchia, 9 - Lecce

Tel. +39 388 736 7839



DRINKS E  APERITIVES

Viveur
Via Umberto Primo, 1 - Lecce

Tel. +39 331 2837347

Laurus
Vicolo Boemondo, 26 - Lecce

Tel.: +39 392 396 3109

Quanto Basta
Via Marco Basseo, 38 - Lecce

Tel. +39 347 008 3176

ICE CREAM SHOPS

Natale
Via Salvatore Trinchese, 7 - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 256060

Baldo Gelato
Via Idomeneo, 78 - Lecce

Tel. +39 328 071 0290

BAR

Alvino
Piazza Sant’Oronzo, 30 - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 246748

Caffè Cittadino
Via Francesco Rubichi, 35 - Lecce

Tel. +39 0832 524058

BEACH CLUBS

Are you ready to dive into the crystal-clear 
waters of Salento?

To help you find the perfect beach, we have 
selected some of the most charming beach 

clubs in the region.

Put on your swimsuit
and get ready to enjoy seafood,
fresh salads, and gourmet pizzas

in the sea-view restaurants
of the most exclusive lidos listed below.

Al ventuno
Via Giacomo Matteotti, 21a - Lecce

Tel. +39 08321569225



IONIAN COAST

Le 5 Vele Beach Club

Le Cinque Vele Beach Club is the most exclusi-
ve venue on the Ionian coast of Salento. Loca-
ted in Marina di Pescoluse, it caters for families, 
small groups and couples. As well as an onsite 
restaurant, it features garden space, sunbeds, 
gazebos, umbrellas and showers, with spa tre-
atments are available upon request.

SP91
Pescoluse, Salve (LE)

Tel: +39 391 484 8711

G-Beach

The “G Beach” Lido is located within the Regio-
nal Natural Park of the Island of Sant’Andrea 
and Punta Pizzo. Surrounded by flourishing gre-
enery, the beach offers guests a sense of pri-
vacy and peace. It has eight wooden platforms 
facing the sea and solarium areas with sunbeds 
and umbrellas, with a panoramic terrace over-
looking the gulf that is elegantly equipped, hou-
sing an à la carte restaurant and bar.

SP215, Km 0,100
Gallipoli (LE)

Tel. +39 331 541 7174

Le Dune

This natural oasis makes it easy to spend a who-
le day at the beach, treating yourself to both 
lunch and dinner on a splendid terrace over-
looking the sea. The Tavola Calda area, serves 
snacks throughout the day, and the renovated 
Bar Le Dune provides excellent aperitifs, al-
lowing you to enjoy a drink whilst losing yourself 
in the wonders of a romantic sunset.

Via dei Bacini, 89
Porto Cesareo (LE)

Tel: +39 0833 560660

ADRIATIC COAST

Samarinda Fine Beach

Open from sunrise until late, Samarinda Beach 
Club is a chic port of call at any time of day. 
Chill out under an umbrella on the decking, in-
dulge in a stone-baked pizza at the restaurant 
for lunch, and catch the sunset in a private ga-
zebo on the picturesque seafront to the sound 
of live music in-house. 

Lungomare C. Colombo, 56
Santa Maria di Leuca (LE)

Tel.: +39 392 195 0465

Mora Mora

The name Mora Mora is a hymn to tranquillity: it 
means ‘slowly slowly’ in Malgast, the language 
of Madagascar. Situated within an enchanting 
landscape, you can relax in the shade of large 
parasols listening to the sound of nearby waves.

SP366
San Foca (LE)

Tel: +39 320 358 3333

Pettolecchia Lido

At Pettolecchia il Lido, everything is designed to 
ensure your comfort, leaving you to sunbathe 
peacefully on the elegant beds or walk bare-
foot in the sea. The lido also has an excellent 
restaurant that is also available for events.

SP90 Savelletri - Torre Canne, snc
Torre Canne (BR)

Tel: +39 080 8894423



TRANSFER SERVICES
From/To Brindisi Airport

Fino a 3 pax   € 120,00

4 pax    € 130,00

Da 5 a 8 pax  € 160,00

From/To Bari Airport

Fino a 3 pax   € 280,00

4 pax    € 290,00

Da 5 a 8 pax  € 320,00

From/To Lecce Railway Station

Fino a 3 pax   € 25,00

4 pax    € 30,00

Da 5 a 8 pax  € 66,00

Prices are intended per trip. From 23:00 to 7:00 an additional € 20 will be charged on the 

basic rate.

NOTE: For transfers with Mercedes, ask our Guest Amabassadors or write to info@lafier-

montina.com or info@palazzobozzicorso.com

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

La Fiermontina Family Collection

                 Lafiermontinafamilycollection

@lafiermontinafamilycollection

La Fiermontina Luxury Home

Lafiermontinaluxuryhome

@lafiermontinaluxuryhome

La Fiermontina Palazzo Bozzi Corso

LaFiermontinaPalazzoBozziCorso

@lafiermontinapalazzobozzicorso

M.A.M.A. Museum

 MamaMuseum

@mamafamilymuseum

La Fiermontina Vendôme

LaFiermontinaVendome

@lafiermontinavendome

La Fiermontina Ocean

        LaFiermontinaOcean

@lafiermontina.ocean

Zéphyr Restaurant |La Fiermontina

 Zéphyr Restaurant - La Fiermontina

 @zephyrestaurant 



USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS

• COMUNE DI LECCE (Uffici)  +39 0832 682111

• STAZIONE FERROVIARIA  +39 0832 303403

• POLIZIA STRADALE    +39 0832 315343

• VIGILI URBANI     +39 0832 233211

• POSTE (Piazza Libertini)   +39 0832 274221

• CARABINIERI     +39 0832 4651

• TAXI       +39 388 9585200

• OSPEDALE      +39 0832 661111

• PRONTO SOCCORSO   +39 0832 661190

La Fiermontina Luxury Home
Piazzetta Scipione de Summa, 4 - Lecce

Tel: +39 0832 302481
info@lafiermontina.com
www.lafiermontina.com

La Fiermontina Palazzo Bozzi Corso
Via Umberto I, 38 - Lecce

Tel: +39 0832 1560335
info@palazzobozzicorso.com
www.palazzobozzicorso.com
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